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Abstract
Provenance has become an increasingly important part of documenting, verifying, and
reproducing scientific research, but as users seek to extend or share results, it may be
impractical to start from the exact original steps due to system configuration differences, library updates, or new algorithms. Although there have been several approaches
for capturing workflow provenance, the problem of managing upgrades of the underlying tools and libraries orchestrated by workflows has been largely overlooked. In this
paper we consider the problem of maintaining and re-using the provenance of workflow upgrades. We propose different kinds of upgrades that can be applied, including
automatic mechanisms, developer-specified, and user-defined. We show how to capture provenance from such upgrades and suggest how this provenance might be used
to influence future upgrades. We also describe our implementation of these upgrade
techniques.

1

Introduction

As tools that capture and utilize provenance are accepted by the scientific community, they must provide capabilities for supporting reproducibility as systems
evolve. Like any information stored or archived, it is important that provenance
is usable both for reproducing prior work and migrating that work to new environments. Just as word processing applications allow users to load old versions of
documents and convert them to newer versions and data processing libraries provide migration paths for older formats, provenance-enabled tools should provide
paths to upgrade information to match newer software or systems. Furthermore,
it is important to capture and understand the changes that were made in order
to run a previous computation in a new environment. One goal in documenting
provenance is that users can more easily verify and extend existing work. If a
given computation cannot be translated to newer systems or software versions,
extensions become more difficult.
Workflow systems have made significant strides in allowing users to quickly
compose a variety of tools while automatically capturing provenance information
during workflow creation and execution [11, 8]. Such systems enforce a structure
on computations so that each workflow step is easily identifiable. Unfortunately,
while these systems provide interfaces to a variety of routines and libraries, they
are limited in their ability to upgrade workflows when the underlying routines
or their interfaces are updated. It is well-known that software tends to age [19].
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Fig. 1. A workflow comparing road maintenance and number of miles of road by state
before and after upgrading two packages. In (a), the AggregateData module has been
replaced, and the developer has specified an upgrade to combine multiple aggregation
steps into a single ComposeData module. In (b), the interface of ExtractColumn has
been updated to offer a new parameter. Finally, in (c), the interface of the plotting
mechanism has not changed, but the implementation of that module has, as evidenced
by the difference in the background of the resulting plots.

As requirements change, so do implementations and interfaces. This is more
starkly obvious in the case of workflows, where different software tools from a
variety of different sources need to be orchestrated. Figure 1 shows an example
of different modifications that can be applied to workflow modules, including the
addition of new parameters, the merger of two modules, and the replacement of
the underlying computation. Still, many workflow systems do store information
about the versions of routines as provenance. We seek to use this information to
design schemes that allow users to migrate their work as newer algorithms and
systems are developed.
There are two major approaches when dealing with upgraded software components and the documents or applications that utilize them. It is often important to maintain old versions of libraries and routines for existing applications
that rely on them. In this case, an upgrade to a library should not replace the existing version but rather augment existing versions. Such an approach is common
in system libraries and Web services where deleting previous versions can render
existing code unexecutable. However, when we can safely upgrade the document
or application to match the new interfaces, we might modify the object to utilize
the new version. This second approach is more often used for documents than
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Upgrade Provenance (A → B)
delete connection StringToNumeric → AggregateData
delete connection AggregateData → AggregateData
delete module AggregateData version 1.0.4
delete connection AggregateData → JoinData
delete module AggregateData version 1.0.4
add module ComposeData version 1.1.0
add connection StringToNumeric → ComposeData
add connection ComposeData → JoinData
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Execution Provenance (A)
execute module CSVReader version 0.8.0
execute module StringToNumeric version 0.9.0
→ execute module AggregateData version 1.0.4
→ execute module AggregateData version 1.0.4
execute module CSVReader version 0.8.0
execute module StringToNumeric version 0.9.0
execute module JoinData version 1.0.0
...
Execution Provenance (B)
execute module CSVReader version 0.8.0
execute module StringToNumeric version 0.9.0
→ execute module ComposeData version 1.1.0
execute module CSVReader version 0.8.0
execute module StringToNumeric version 0.9.0
execute module JoinData version 1.0.0
...

Fig. 2. On the right, we show the provenance of upgrading workflow (A) to the updated
workflow (B). Besides the provenance of the upgrade, here we show the provenance of
the executions of both (A) and (B). Note that version information is maintained in
both forms of provenance.

for existing applications or code, because there exists an application that can
upgrade old versions. While the first approach is important to to ensure that the
original work can be replicated, because workflows are only loosely coupled to
their implementations and live in the context of a workflow system, this second
approach is sensible for them. Furthermore, as Figure 2 illustrates, by capturing
the provenance of the upgrades, we know exactly what has been changed from
the original version and how it might be reverted.
In order to accomplish the goal of upgrading an existing workflow, we must
solve the challenges of detecting when upgrades are necessary and applicable, as
well as dealing with routines (modules) from disparate sources. Because workflow systems often store information about the modules included in workflows,
it is possible to detect when the current implementation of a module differs from
one that was previously used. However, since they come from different sources,
each source may define or release upgrades differently. Thus, we cannot hope to
upgrade workflows atomically, without considering specific concerns from each
source. Finally, while some upgrades may be automated or specified by a developer, others may require user intervention. When the user needs to be in the
loop, it is important to make the process less tedious and error-prone.
Contributions. We propose a routine for detecting when a workflow is incompatible with current installed software and approaches for both automated and
user-defined upgrades. Our automated algorithm combines default routines for

cases when only implementations changes with developer-defined routines, and
uses a piecewise algorithm to process all components from each package at once.
This allows complex upgrades, like replacing a subworkflow containing three
modules with a single module. For user-defined upgrades, we suggest how a user
might define a single upgrade once and apply it automatically to a collection of
workflows. Finally, we discuss how upgrades should be considered as an integral
part of the information currently managed by provenance-enabled systems. It is
critical that we can determine what steps may have led to an upgraded workflow
producing different results from the original. We describe our implementation of
this upgrade framework in the VisTrails system [26].

2
2.1

Workflow Upgrades
Background

A workflow describes a set of computations as well as an order for these computations. To simplify the presentation, we focus on dataflows; but note that
our approach is applicable to more general workflow models. In a dataflow, computational flow is dictated by the data requirements of each computation. A
dataflow is represented as a directed acyclic graph where nodes are the computational modules and edges denote the data dependencies as connections between
the modules—an edge connects the output port of a module to an input port of
another. Often, a module has a set of associated parameters that can control the
specifics of one computation. Some workflows also utilize subworkflows where a
single module is itself implemented by an underlying workflow.
Because workflows abstract computation, there must be an association between the module instances in a workflow and the underlying execution environment. This link is managed by the module registry which maps module
identifiers to their implementations. For convenience and maintenance, related
modules are often grouped together in packages. Thus, the module identifier may
consist of package identifier, a module name, an optional namespace, and information about the version of the implementation. Version information can serve
to inform us when implementations or interfaces in the environment change.
Consider, for example, the VisTrails system [26]. In VisTrails, each module
corresponds to a Python class that derives from a pre-defined base class. Users
define custom behaviors by implementing a small set of methods. These, in turn,
might run some code in a third-party library or invoke a remote procedure call
via a Web service. The Python class also explicitly describes the interface of the
module: the set of allowed input and output connections, given by the module’s
ports. A VisTrails package consists of a set of Python classes.
Incompatible Workflows. After a workflow is created, changes to the underlying
implementation of one or more of its modules may make the workflow incompatible. Figure 3 shows an incompatible and a valid version of a workflow. Because
module registry information is usually not serialized with each workflow, it can
be difficult for users to define upgrades for obsolete workflows. As shown in the
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Fig. 3. Incompatible (left) and valid (right) versions of a workflow. In an incompatible workflow, the implementation of modules is missing, and thus, no information is
available about the input and output ports of these modules.

figure, although we may lack the appropriate code to execute a module or display the complete set of input and output interfaces for a module, we can display
each module with the subset of ports identified by connections in the workflow.
This is useful to allow users to edit incompatible workflows in order to make
them compatible with their current environment.
Provenance of Module Implementation. Workflow systems offer mechanisms for
capturing provenance information both about the evolution of the workflow itself and each execution of a workflow [11, 12, 21]. Information about the implementations used for each workflow module may be stored together with either
evolution or execution provenance (i.e., the execution log). However, note that if
the interface for a module changes, it will often require a change in the workflow
specification. Thus, while the execution provenance may contain information
about the versions used to achieve a result, any change in the interface of a
module may make reproducibility via execution provenance alone difficult. By
storing information about the implementations (like versions of each module)
as evolution provenance, we can connect the original workflow to all upgraded
versions.
Workflow evolution can be captured via change-based provenance [12], where
every modification applied to a workflow is recorded. The set of changes is represented as a tree where nodes correspond to workflow versions and an edge
between two nodes corresponds to the difference between the two corresponding
workflow specifications.
Any workflow instance can be reconstructed by applying the entire sequence
of change operations from the root node to the current version. For upgrades,
we can leverage this approach to record the set of changes necessary to update
an old workflow to a new version. Note that these changes define the difference

between the two versions, so our provenance will maintain an explicit definition
of the upgrade for reference and comparison.
2.2

Detecting the Need for Upgrades

To support upgrades, workflow systems must provide developers with facilities
to develop and maintain different versions of modules (and packages) as well as
detect and process inconsistencies when workflows created with older versions
of modules are materialized. First, it is important to have a mechanism for
identifying a group of modules (e.g., using a group key), as well as a version
indicator or some other method like content-hashing that can be used to identify
when module implementations may have changed. Ideally, any version identifier
of a module should reflect the version of the code or underlying libraries. In fact,
we may be able to aid developers by signaling when their code has changed,
alerting them to the need to change the version. Alternately, developers might
link version identifiers to revisions of their code as defined in a version control
system.
Second, we need to tackle the problem of identifying when and where upgrades might be necessary. Upon opening a workflow, the system needs to check
that the modules specified are consistent with the implementation defined by
the module registry. As discussed earlier, this usually involves checking version
identifiers but could also be based on actual code. If there are inconsistencies, we
need to identify the type of discrepancy; the workflow may specify an obsolete
version of a module, a newer version, or perhaps the module may not exist in
the current registry. In all of these cases, we need to reconcile the workflow to
the current environment.
2.3

Processing Upgrades

We wish to allow developers to specify upgrade paths but also provide automated
routines when upgrades are trivial and allow users to override the specified paths.
The package developer can specify how a specific module is to be upgraded in
all contexts. If that is not possible or the information is not available for a given
module, we can attempt to automatically upgrade a module by replacing the old
version with a new version of the same module. A third method for upgrading a
workflow is to display the obsolete modules and let the user replace them directly.
Our upgrade framework leverages all three approaches. It starts with developerspecified changes, provides default, automated upgrades if the developer has not
provided them, and allows the user to choose to accept the upgrade, modify it,
or design their own.
Developer-Defined Upgrades. Because the modules of any workflow may originate
from a number of different packages, we cannot assume that a global procedure
can upgrade the entire workflow. Instead, we allow developers to specify upgrade
routines for each package. Specifically, we allow them to write a method which
accepts the workflow and the list of incompatible modules. A module may be
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Fig. 4. Upgrading a single module automatically involves deleting all connections, replacing the module with the new version, and finally adding the connections back.

incompatible because it no longer exists in the package or its version is different
from the implementation currently in the registry. A developer needs to implement solutions to handle both of these situations, but the system can provide
utility routines to minimize the effort necessary for some types of changes. In
addition, there may be cases where the developer wants to replace entire subworkflows with different ones. Changes in the specification of parameter values
may also require upgrade logic. For example, an old version of module may have
taken the color specification as four integers in the [0,255] range, but the new
version requires floats in the [0.0, 1.0] range. Such conversions can be developerspecified so that the a user need not modify their workflows in order for them
to work with new package versions. Note that developer-specified upgrades may
need to be aware of the initial version of a module. For example, if version 0.1 of
a module has a certain parameter, version 0.2 removes it, and version 1.0 adds it
back, the upgrade from 0.1 to 1.0 will be necessarily different than the upgrade
from 0.2 to 1.0.
Automatic Upgrades. We can attempt to automate upgrades by replacing the
original module with a new version of the same module. For any module that
needs an upgrade, we check the registry for a module that shares the same
identifying information (excluding version) and use that module instead. Note
that it is necessary to recreate all incoming and outgoing connections because
the old module is deleted and a new module is added. If an upgraded module
renames or removes a port, it is not possible to complete the upgrade. We can
either continue with other upgrades and notify the user, or rollback all changes
and alert the user. Also note that if two connected modules both require upgrades
we will end up deleting and adding at least one of the connections twice, once for
the first module replacement and again for the second module upgrade. Finally,
we need to transfer parameters to the new version in a similar procedure as that
used with connections. See Figure 4 for an example of an automatic upgrade.
User-Assisted Upgrades. While we hope that automatic and developer-specified
upgrades will account for most of the cases, they may fail for complicated situations. In addition, a developer may not specify all upgrade paths or a user may

desire greater control over the changes. In such a scenario, we need to display the
old, incompatible pipeline, highlight modules that are out-of-date, and allow the
user to perform standard pipeline manipulations. One problem is that, because
we may not have access to the version of the package that was used to create
the workflow, we may not be able to display the module correctly for the user
to interact with. With VisTrails, we can display the basic graph connectivity as
shown in Figure 3, but we may not have entire module specification. Our display
is therefore a “recovery mode” where the workflow is shown but cannot be executed or interacted with in the same way as a valid version. Once users replace
all old modules with current versions, they will able to execute the workflow
and interact with it. We can aid users by providing high-level actions that allow
them to, for example, replace an incompatible module with a new, valid one.
In addition, while users may be willing to perform one or two upgrades manually, it would be helpful if we are able to aid users by automating future upgrades based on those they have already defined. Workflow analogies provide this
functionality by allowing users to select existing actions including upgrades and
apply them to other workflows [20]. Because analogies compute a soft matching
between starting workflows, they can be applied to a variety of different workflows. Thus, for a large collection of workflows, a user may define a few upgrades
and compute the rest automatically using these analogies.
2.4

Provenance Concerns

Given a data product, we cannot hope to reproduce or extend the data product without knowing its provenance—how it was generated. If our provenance
information includes information about the versions of the modules used, we
can use that to drive upgrades. Note that without version information, we may
incorrectly determine which upgrades are necessary. Thus, the provenance of the
original workflow is important to define the upgrade.
At the same time, we wish to capture the provenance of the upgrades. When
users either run old versions of workflows or upgrade and modify these versions,
it is important to track the changes both in the execution provenance and in
the workflow evolution provenance. By noting the specific module versions used
in the execution provenance, we can better support reproducibility. We need to
ensure that the versions recorded are exactly the versions executed, not allowing
silent upgrades to happen without being noted in the provenance. Similarly,
whenever a user upgrades a workflow, the changes that took place should be
noted as evolution provenance so that subsequent changes are captured correctly.
See Figure 2 for an example of captured provenance information that is relevant
for upgrades.
As a workflow evolves over a number of years and is modified by a number
of users, it is important to track the provenance of this evolution. Upgrades may
be critical changes in workflow development and often occur when a new user
starts to revise an existing result. By keeping track of these actions, we may
be able to identify how, for example, inconsistencies in results may have arisen
because of an upgrade. In addition, we do not lose links as workflows are refined.

Without upgrades, a user may create a (duplicate) workflow rather than re-use
an existing one. If that occurs, we lose important provenance of the original
workflow and related workflows.

3

Implementation

We have implemented the framework described in Section 2 in the VisTrails
system. Below, we describe this implementation.
In VisTrails, when a workflow is loaded (or materialized), it is validated
against the current environment: the classes defining the modules and the port
types for each module. To detect whether modules have changed, we begin by
checking each module and ensuring the requested version matches the registry
version. Next, we check each connection to ensure that the ports they connect
are also valid. Finally, we check the parameter types to ensure they match those
specified by the implementation. If any mismatches are detected, we raise an
exception that indicates what the problem is and which part of the workflow
it affects. Note that if one problem occurs, we can immediately quit validation
and inform the user, but if we wish to fix the problems, it is useful to identify
all issues. Thus, we collect all exceptions during validation, and pass them to a
handler.
We attempt to process all upgrades at once, with the exception of subworkflows which are processed recursively. To this end, we sort all requests by the
packages that they affect, and attempt to solve all issues one package at a time.
This way, a package developer can write a handler to process a group of upgrade
requests instead of processing each request individually.
Replace, Remap, and Copy. Note that an upgrade that deletes an old module
and adds a new version discards information about existing connections, parameters, and annotations. In order to maintain this information as well as its
provenance, we extended VisTrails change-based provenance with a new change
type (or action) that replaces the original module, remaps the old information,
and copies it to a new version of the module. This ensure that we transfer all
relevant information to the new version and maintain its provenance. The new
action extracts information about connections, parameters and annotations from
the old module before replacing it, and then adds that information to the new
module. Note that, because interfaces may change, we allow the user to remap
parameter, port, or annotation names to match the new module’s interface.
Algorithm. Formally, our algorithm for workflow upgrades takes a list of detected inconsistencies between a workflow and the module registry and produces
a set of actions to revise the workflow. We categorize inconsistencies as “missing”, “obsolete”, or “future” modules, and this information is encoded in the
exception allowing developers to tailor upgrade paths accordingly. We begin by
sorting these errors by package identifier. Then for each package, we check if the
package has a handler for all types of upgrades. If it does, we call that handler.

If not, we cannot hope to reconcile “missing” modules. For obsolete modules,
we can attempt to automatically reconcile them by replacing them with newer
versions. For future modules, we can attempt to downgrade them automatically,
but usually we raise this error to the user.
Automatic upgrades work module by module, and for each module, we first
check to see if an upgrade is possible before proceeding. An upgrade is possible if
the module interface has not changed from the version specified by the workflow
and the version that exists on the system. We check that by seeing if each
connection and parameter setting can be trivially remapped. If they can, we
extract all of the connections and parameters before deleting all connections to
the module and the module itself. Then, we add the new version of the module
and replace the connections and parameters. All of these operations are encoded
as a single action.
For developer-defined upgrades, we pass all of the information about inconsistencies as well as the current state of the workflow to the package’s upgrade
handler. The handler can make use of several capabilities of the workflow system
to minimize the amount of code. Specifically, we have a remap function that allows a developer to specify how to replace a module when interface changes are
due to renaming. In addition, developers can replace entire pieces of a workflow,
but doing so might require locating subworkflows that match a given template.
Many workflow systems already have query capabilities, and these can be applied to facilitate these more complex upgrades. As with automatic upgrades,
these operations are encoded as a single action.
If automated and developer-defined upgrades cannot achieve a compatible
workflow, a user can define an upgrade path. Most of this process is manual
and mirrors how a user might normally update a workflow. Until the workflow
is compatible with the current environment, the workflow cannot be executed,
giving users a well-defined goal. Upon achieving a valid workflow, we can save the
user’s actions and use workflow analogies [20] to help automate future upgrades.
Subworkflows. To handle subworkflows, both validation and upgrade handling
are performed recursively. Thus, we process any workflow by first recursing on
any subworkflow modules, processing the underlying workflows, and then continuing with the rest of the workflow. However, our upgrades must be handled
using an extra step; if we update a subworkflow, we must also update the module tied to that subworkflow to reflect any changes. For example, a subworkflow
may modify its external interface by deleting inputs or outputs. Thus, we must
upgrade a module after updating its underlying subworkflow.
Preferences. While upgrades are important, we wish to add them without interfering with a user’s normal work. Besides the choice between upgrading or
trying to load the exact workflow with older package versions, a user may also
wish to be notified of upgrades and persist their provenance in different ways.
Specifically, if old versions exist, a user may wish to always try use them, automatically upgrade, or be prompted for a decision. If not, a user has a similar
selection of options: never upgrade, always upgrade, or be presented with the

choice to upgrade. When a user wants to upgrade, he may choose to persist the
provenance of these upgrades immediately or delay saving these changes until
other changes occur. If a user is browsing workflows, it may may reasonable to
only persist upgrade provenance when the workflow is modified or run. This
way, a user can examine a workflow as it would appear after an upgrade, but the
persistence of these upgrades is delayed until something is changed or the workflow is executed. Users might also want to have immediate upgrades where the
upgrade provenance is persisted exactly when any workflow is upgraded, even if
the user is only viewing the workflow.

4

Discussion

While perfect reproducibility cannot be guaranteed without maintaining the exact system configuration and libraries, we believe that workflow upgrades offer a
sensible approach to manage the migration from older workflows to new environments. Note that provenance allows us to always revisit the original workflow,
and we can run this version if we can reconstruct the same environment. By
storing the original implementations along with workflows, we may be able to
reproduce the original run, although changes in the system configuration may
limit such runs. Thus, coupling provenance with version control systems could
ensure that we users can access previous package implementations. However,
when extending prior work in new environments, upgrades also serve to convert
older work to more efficient and extensive environments. In addition, managing multiple software versions is a non-trivial task, and even with a modern
OS package management system, installing a given package in the presence of
conflicts is actually known to be NP-Complete [9]. Thus, we cannot expect in
general to easily run arbitrarily old library versions. Because workflows abstract
the implementation from the computational structure, the results of upgrades
are more likely be valid.
Some workflow systems use Web services or other computational modules
that are managed externally. In these cases, we may not know if the interface
or implementation may have changed so it is harder to know when upgrades are
necessary. However, the services may make version information available or the
workflow system may be able to detect a change in the interface [5]. In this case,
we are not able to leverage developer-specified upgrade routines, but we should
be able to accomplish automatic or user-specified upgrades.
When using change-based provenance to track upgrades, a user can see both
the original evolution as well as the upgrades and progress after the upgrades.
See Figure 5 for an example. It may be useful to upgrade an entire collection
of related workflows while retaining the original provenance of exploration, but
adding the upgraded versions may lead to a complex interface. We believe that
restructuring the tree to display the original history but with links to the upgrades might be useful. Finally, we emphasize that the change-based model for
the workflows provenance in VisTrails is an attractive medium in which to incorporate the upgrading data. Since the upgrades as represented as actions, they are
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treated as first-class data in the system, and so the extensive process provenance
capabilities of VisTrails can be directly used. For example, upgrade actions can
then be used in queries or incorporated into statistical analyses [14, 20, 21].

5

Related Work

Workflow systems have recently emerged as an attractive alternative for representing and managing complex computational tasks. The goal behind these systems is to provide the utility of the shell script in a more user-friendly, structured
manner. Workflow systems incorporate comprehensive metadata which, among
other advantages, facilitates programming and distribution of results [15], reproducibility [12], allows better execution monitoring [18], and provides potential
efficiency gains [3].
As the auditability and cost of generating results has increased, managing the
provenance of data products [22] and computational processes [12] has become
very important. Together, these ideas allow users to obtain a fairly comprehensive picture of the programs and data that were used to generate final results.
However, these descriptions are, in a sense, static. In general, the processes are
assumed to stay the same for the lifetime of the workflow, and, as we have
argued before, longevity necessarily introduces changing requirements and interfaces. Our approach serves to detect and manage these changes to underlying
implementations while still keeping the attractive features of workflow systems
described above.
It is well known that longevity introduces novel challenges for maintainability of software systems, in particular in the presence of complicated dependencies [19]. There have been a number of approaches to problem of managing
software upgrades, in particular, in understanding and ensuring safety properties of dynamic updates in, for example, running code or persistent stores [4,
10]. In small-scale environments, the solutions tend to involve the description
(or prediction) of desired properties to be maintained [16]. For deployments at

the scale of entire institutions or large computer clusters, they tend to involve
careful scheduling, and staged deployment of upgrades [1, 6].
Component-based software has evolved to separate different concerns in order to provide wide-ranging functionality. While usually at a lower level than
workflow systems, component objects use well-defined interfaces and are substitutable [24]. For this reason, it is also important to track the component evolution and versioning [23]. The term “dependency hell” was coined to describe
problems with compatibility when replacing components with new versions. McCamant and Ernst describe methods to identify such incompatibilities [17] while
Stuckenholz proposes “intelligent component swapping” to update multiple components at once [23].
Web services are another kind of component-based architecture. Since the
standards do not address the evolution of Web services, developers must rely on
design patterns and best practices [5]. Specifically, adding to an interface is possible, but changing or removing from that interface is not. Andrikopoulos et al.
formalize the concepts of service evolution [2]. There are a variety of approaches
that seek to develop mechanisms to version Web services including using a chain
of adapters [13] and hierarchical abstraction [25]. In order to publish such versions, services are distinguished via namespaces or URLs. In contrast to much
of the work for component upgrades, our approach seeks to add capability by
updating older workflows rather than only maintaining backward compatibility.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of providing a means of describing
upgrade paths so that a workflow can be automatically updated, its upgrade
history appropriately recorded, and its execution sufficiently similar to the one
before the upgrade. Such problems exist even when lower-level upgrades are
successfully deployed. In that sense, our mechanisms for coping with upgrades
are closer in spirit to mechanisms for automatically updating database queries
after relational schemas have changed [7].

6

Conclusion & Future Work

We have proposed a framework for workflow upgrades and described its implementation in the VisTrails system. Our framework handles three types of
upgrades—automated, developer-specified, and user-defined, and we have discussed how these can be supported in a systematic fashion. We have also shown
how the framework leverages provenance information to accomplish upgrades
and produces updated provenance detailing the changes introduced by the upgrades. Our implementation is currently available in nightly releases of VisTrails,
and we are planning to incorporate it into the next major release of VisTrails.
One area that we would like to explore further is the interface for involving
the user in upgrades. The “replace module” action allows users to specify how an
upgrade is accomplished, and we believe a user might drag a new module onto
the incompatible module to replace it. At the same time, if the routine specifications do not exactly match, the user should be able to specify the remapping,

similar to the method available to developers in their code. We might extend
this functionality to allow the user to specify the connections visually.
In addition to capturing the provenance of upgrades and using this information to guide future user-driven, manual upgrades, we believe we might also use
this provenance for further analysis. For example, we might be able to examine the actions used in upgrades to mine rules for packages whose developers
have not defined upgrade paths. It may also be interesting to try to analyze
performance or accuracy changes in workflow execution after upgrades.
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